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In the work Cornell's Tom Seeley has done in New York and New England, it is
abundantly clear that natural colonies want drone cells, biologically 'need' drone

cells, even if they do not fill everyone of them with a developing drone.
You may recall that in April, friends and I installed

two package colonies from Georgia into new equipment
- all new wood with plastic foundation inserted into
wood frames. My experience over the Summer with
these two colonies has given me better insight into
the nature of the problems hobby beekeepers face us-
ing all new equipment, using plastic foundation, and
the colony's natural urge to produce drones as part of
the normal season.

In a nutshell, I thought the plastic foundation
worked just fine; that is, it is no worse than dealing in
any all-foundation system. However, I have a huge con-
cern about plastic foundation relating to normal drone
production and the natural, instinctive behavior bees
have to produce drones. I see this foundation as a huge
source of frustration to new beekeepers (it certainly
was to me) because the foundation does not provide a
place for the bees to make drone-sized cells and raise
drone brood.

In nature, bees build the size of cell where and
when they need it. In the work Cornell's Tom Seeley
has done in New York and New England, it is abun-
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dantly clear that natural colonies want drone cells,
biologically 'need' drone cells, even if they do not fill
every one of them with a developing drone. We know
drone cells are usually produced below and beside the
brood nest - perhaps as a factor of heat energy man-
agement - perhaps because these cells provide effi-
cient honey storage when not used for drone rearing.

In the case of the two colonies we installed in April,
the bees really suffered this Summer. In the hands of
a learned professional with a terminal degree in api-
culture and experience in teaching and commercial
beekeeping (me), these poor colonies suffered through
most of the season. They suffered from a generally poor
Connecticut location (poor from a nectar production
viewpoint), combined with a bizarre weather season
with considerable cold rainy weather. In fact, the lo-
cust bloom, the purple loosetrife and other potential
nectar sources were foiled by weather conditions.

Plus there were queen problems typical of a new
beekeeper. After installation, one colony failed to ac-
cept the queen shipped in the package colony from
Georgia. When given a frame of eggs and larvae from
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the second colony, this same colony never got a queen
mated and laying - perhaps due to another period of
unfriendly weather. Yet these bees held out, living well
over two months (reflecting both the excellent condi-
tion of the bees from Georgia, and the fact that with-
out brood rearing, they did not physically age as fast),
and finally accepted a queen from swarm cells taken
from the second colony.

Obviously the second colony accepted their queen,
but perhaps because they were being fed and were con-
fined for so long they went into swarming behavior
during June! Somewhere in Central Connecticut there
is a colony with a queen with a bright green mark on
her thorax! Who says new queens and colonies never
swarm!

We now have two sister queens heading these two
new colonies - both daughters of the second colony
queen hopefully living in a bee tree somewhere in the
nearby woods. Both colonies produced enough honey
over the Summer (especially from purple loosestrife)
to fill the corners of the brood frames, but as the purple
loosestrife faded, they proceeded to eat it all up as a
wet period held them inside the hive. In August, when
I would have expected them to have surplus honey,
they were on the edge of starving.

There is good news about these two colonies. In
early September temperatures were in the 80s and low
90s with many cool evenings. This finally letting these
poor girls (the bee population was good - not huge, but
good) find enough forage from goldenrod and bamboo
(Polygonium) to make honey for the Winter. They still
may require supplemental feeding I suspect, but just
as important, there are many frames containing pollen
(goldenrod and early aster) that the bees are now seal-
ing over with honey as the brood nest instinctively
shrinks in size. This pollen will be essential for over-
winter brood rearing, and needs to be in the frames
where the bees are likely to raise brood from January
through early April.

There were emerging drones in the mid September
inspection, but no evidence of new drones being pro-
duced by the colony. This is as it should be, in my
mind, although a few drone larvae in mid- to late Sep-
tember in Connecticut would not have bothered me.

Plastic Foundation
I see the real advantage of using plastic - uncoated

or wax-coated - it does not seem to make much differ-
ence (I got to inspect another beekeeper's colonies
where wax-coated combs were being used). The real
advantage to the plastic over natural wax foundation
is the lack of damage plastic experiences compared to
the chance of breakage in the hands of moving natural
wax, and the inability of the bees to chew up the plas-
tic as they might wax foundation. This past Summer,
with bees confined to the hive and with so little for-
age, a certain amount of wax chewing and moving would
have been expected, and I suspect they would have
used the foundation for a source for this wax. Where
else would they find it? Once we optimistically stopped
feeding the colonies in July there was no nectar flow
to stimulate wax scale secretion. With plastic the bees
had nothing to do but to patrol the plastic combs and
wait for nectar.
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All plastic frame with worker brood in frame, and drone
brood in bee space below.

The human factor is not insignificant either. The
plastic foundation was installed into the frames in the
Spring and the last not added (optimistically even then,
as it turns out) until mid-Summer. The extra frames
were just stacked in a room, where it was moved a few
times, stacks fell over and a coffee cup was placed on
one by an unknowing person. No damage resulted; I
suspect there would have been damage with founda-
tion so handled.

I was using white embossed foundation. I found it
annoying that I could not easily see eggs and new lar-
vae against the white plastic. In fact, it took me a great
deal of effort to see eggs in many light conditions. A
contrasting color is certainly needed for brood-nest
inspections. Also, once brood rearing has been under-
way for one cycle, fecal deposits stand out like ugly
blotches at the bottom of the cells. I dug at more than
one fecal deposit searching for Varroa mites. On the
other hand, the few mites I have seen in these colo-
nies visually "pop" as you inspect the colony.

I should point out that using foundation in pack-
age colonies has never been my favorite way to start a
colony, but since most new beekeepers have no choice
in the matter, I was determined to give it a good, hon-
est try. I have always been a "centrist" comb arranger,
trying to establish the brood nest in the center of the
colony and let the bees expand the brood nest in two
directions. In part, this reflects my use of a feeding jar
over the hole in the inner cover. This really does not
work well with plastic foundation (maybe wax founda-
tion either, for that matter). If the bees from the pack-
age are arranged on one side of the brood nest, they
can then build comb in one direction as they expand,
and they seem to build better combs that way. As I
said, we fed into July, and the sugar syrup was used to
stimulate comb construction and brood rearing.

When a second box of frames was added, the bees
just wanted to chimney the expanding brood above the
existing nest. Do they think they are in some bee tree
somewhere? The bees also seemed to develop one side
over the other, and after a few inspections I let them-
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becoming either left-leaning or right-leaning hives,
depending on where I stood. These bees only became
political when dealing with the ownership of the tiny
bits of honey they worked to produce, with my expert
help, of course.

Drone Brood Production on Plastic
I used 10 frames of worker foundation in each hive

body. Both colonies went to great efforts to produce
drone brood on these combs, and because they could
not chew down the plastic base, they were forced to
sandwich pieces of drone combs between two frames,
basically re-engineering the space to give a one to 1'12
inch piece of drone comb in the area where comb and
bee space should be. These pieces of comb were lo-
cated on either side of center, and at the lower one
half of the comb. Sometimes the bees made a single
row of drone cells out of the very bottom of the frame,
where the plastic foundation lacks the embossed hexa-
gon pattern provided in order to insert the plastic into
the wood frame. Unfortunately, this did not allow enough
drone production for either colony, and this appeared
late Summer when the brood areas were expanded cor-
ner to comer. Something needs to be done to allow for
natural drone production using plastic foundation.

A beekeeping friend is using drone comb founda-
tion. All plastic and coated with beeswax, the bees did
an excellent job of producing drones. The worker brood
frames were then free from most drone brood, and there
were few annoying crosspieces between frames. The
manufacturer sent him green colored combs, which
provided an interesting "radioactive green glow" for the
photos I took of the combs. It was a nice change from
the white foundation I had been using, especially for
seeing eggs and small larvae. It was just enough color
contrast for my "progressive-lensed" eyes to see. The
camera often caught it better than I could see it.

Drone Removal For Varroa Management
The use of drone foundation is an excellent an-

swer to my question about managing drone production.
Placed to the left or right of center in the two, three or
eight, nine position out of 10 frames, the drone brood
did not interfere with normal worker brood production.
When the bees were ready to make drones, they were
able to do it without interference and with minimum
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inconvenience to the beekeeper.
Of course, these combs may be left in for drones

for virgin queen mating, or removed for Va1TOacontrol.
If removed for Varroa control the frames should be
placed in a deep freezer for a period of time - I will
suggest 48 hours until someone shows me data. It
should be at or near O°F. Warmer freezer temperatures
will require longer times in the lock box.

In August I removed some of the bits of drone comb
from my colonies and watched the brood for about five
days. There were Varroa mites crawling on the top of
the comb. The mites were alive at 48 hours but dead at
96. I do not know when the drone brood died, but the
mites were getting out because I was pulling out drones
from the cells to look at them. I warn you - this was all
very un-scientific! Oh, after five days in August, the
smell was petty awful.

I wonder if some plastic comb washing system
might be invented (but not by me). Maybe a high-pres-
sure washer could be modified to wash out combs. Now,
if you try this at home, I am NOT responsible for the
mess you are about to make!

Plastic Drone Cell Recommendations
Two suggestions come to my mind about plastic

foundation and drone brood production(other than comb
washing) :

1. Every kit for hobby beekeepers should have one
sheet or frame of drone comb foundation 'bundled' in
every box in a beginner hive kit. If three boxes of Me-
dium depth combs are provided, then three sheets of
drone foundation should be provided for that setup.
Instructions should show the new beekeeper to place
this special foundation in the two, three or eight, nine
position on the side where the colony is naturally de-
veloping.

2. If these plastic sheets are being molded by
injection (rather than by cutting a continuous sheet of
embossed foundation as traditionally done in wax foun-
dation production) then the sheets should be re-engi-
neered to include drone brood cells at the bottom and
sizes of every comb. While this eliminates the possi-
bility of removal for Varroa control, it provides a place
for every colony to produce drones.

In closing, I found plastic foundation fine except
for drone production. Remember, providing a colony with
drone foundation does not stimulate the production of
extra drones (unless you feed for this purpose). In-
stead, it allows a natur~ space for drone production
following a colony's instincts.

Based on the Summer of 2004, this includes some
horrible weather conditions for bees. I hope you enjoy
the photos of the radioactive bee larvae!1EI!3

I'd like to thank Rollie Hannan, Jr. for the multiple joys of
working bees with him one beautifUl day last Summer, shoot-
ing photos of 'radioactive bees,' seeing a major nectar flow un-
derway, and spending the evening loading 5,000 plastic frames
into 500 supers.

Larry Connor is owner of Wicwas Press, New Haven, CT
where he edits and publishes books on bees and beekeeping -
LJConno1@pol.comor www.wicwas.com.
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